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Basic Installation Guide
(Rev.1.0) Push Button for Cash Drawer Release 12V, metal with cable / EVA0009
• Warnings and Cautions

NE!

1. Avoid metal contact with device connectors
2. Use the device outside the environment with flammable
gases
If the following situations occur, immediately shut down
the host computer, unplug the device, and consult your
nearest dealer.
1. Smoke, unusual odor or sounds coming from the device
2. Dropping the device with visible damage to the cover
Never do the following:
1. Do not use the device in extremely humid places, or
expose it to excessive temperature changes.
2. Do not use the device in extremely humid places, or
expose it to excessive temperature changes.
3. Do not place the device in an oily or steamy environment
such as kitchen, etc.
4. Do not leave the device without adequate ventilation,
under the cloth, in any cover or package.
5. Do not insert foreign objects or pour water into the
device openings.
6. Do not touch or carry this device with your hands wet.
7. Do not use anti-slip gloves containing plasticizers when
working with this device.
8. Never use organic solvents such as gasoline, thinners,
insecticides, etc. for cleaning. This could result in fire or
electric shock.
9. Do not pull or unnecessarily bend the connecting cables
or place heavy objects on them.
Do not look into the light sources of the device and do not
point the light source at the eyes of others. This may cause
irreversible eye damage.
Do not leave the device in unstable locations where there
is a risk of falling and consequent danger of injuring people.
Once damage to the power cord is detected, such as
damage to the insulation, stop using the device
immediately and contact your dealer. Fire or electric shock
could occur.

• Features
The button opens all older models of Virtuos C420A
a C430A cash drawers and another 12V cash drawers
without using any POS system. Connection cable (2m
length) is equipped with RJ50 10p10c connector that
can be directly used for cash drawers Virtuos, i.e.
there is no need to use any other cable at all. For
connection of another 12V cash drawer with fixed
connection cable you can use connector GJB1029.
The controller is a solid metal structure with the
possibility of screwing e.g. to the top of the desk.
Do not hold the button pressed for more than
20 seconds.

• Package Content
The package includes:
→ Push Button with connection cable (2 m)
→ Power supply 12V

Push button with cable

Power supply 12V

• Dimensions

• Basic Information

This guide provides a brief overview of the
information necessary to install the product. More
detailed information about the product can be found
at www.virtuos.cz/download.
Importer reserves the right to make changes to this publication, to change specifications and to make changes to the
product without prior notice. Importer shall not be liable for technical or printing errors contained in this publication or
for any damages resulting from misuse of this publication.
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